Laughologist Robert Provine has a comedian's knack for unexpected analogies and humorous turns of phrase that is fitting for the subject of his research. But he expects that you won't chuckle aloud very much while reading his book Laughter: A Scientific Investigation. That's because, as Provine tells us, laughter is fundamentally a social activity and doesn't usually happen when we're all by our lonesome with a book in our lap. In fact, Provine's research has led him to the revolutionary conclusion that laughter generally has less to do with humor and jokes than it does with forming friendships and figuring out who's on our side in the game of life. In contrast to the many laughter-less (as much because of the stodginess of their writing as their content) studies of humor that concern themselves more with what we find funny than how we react to it, Laughter: A Scientific Investigation is concerned first and foremost with the questions of how and why we laugh unresolved issues that have, until recently, largely lain hidden in plain sight from the scientific community. In pursuit of answers to these questions, we learn many interesting, and sometimes bizarre, facts that are bound to find their way into the cocktail party discussions of scientists and non-scientists alike. Among Provine's findings are the discovery that people telling jokes are more likely to laugh than their audience (something many of us may have long suspected), that laughter is an innate ability not only of humans but also (albeit differently) of chimpanzees, and that women are more likely to laugh at something a man says than vice versa. We also learn about the origins of the first joke, and find out that laughter doesn't improve overall health as folk wisdom suggests, though a hearty round of giggles may serve fleetingly as a painkiller.
And from musings about the etymology of the word laughter (its root was an onomatopoeia in Old English) to considerations of chuckling in operatic scores to analysis of what the great thinkers from Plato to Hobbes to Schopenhauer had to say about human giggliness, Provine's investigation is more than merely scientific; it also occasionally, if only briefly, delves into the diverse fields of history, philosophy, and the arts.
Unfortunately, the breadth of coverage that Provine provides the reader comes at the expense of much depth. For example, his account of how and why the unique species-typical behavior of laughter evolved -the issue that we might expect to be the centerpiece of the bookis incomprehensive, leaving the reader with a host of unaddressed questions; indeed, Provine relegates many of the most provoking issues raised by his research to only a page or two in each chapter.
Another of the book's flaws is that what could potentially be worthwhile digressions occasionally feel like far-flung and pointless tangents. Provine spends ten pages discussing ways laughter can be musically notated and its presence in various operas. At the end of this section, we are left with a long catalogue of all of the operas in which the fat lady laughs as well as sings, and the knowledge that Mozart could compose a musical guffaw better than Strauss, but not much else. As Provine himself admits, this quirky diversion proves to be fruitless in bettering our understanding of laughter. It seems worth asking why he bothered to include it.
Some tangents, however, do yield interesting findings. A comparison of the breathing patterns of laughing chimpanzees and humans leads Provine to the intriguing assertion that the evolution of speech could not have occurred until after primates began walking on two feet because bipedal locomotion frees the muscles required for speech from the mechanical demands of hobbling around on all fours. He believes that the evolutionary bottleneck that has prevented non-human primates from acquiring the gift of gab lies more in the domain of breathing patterns and sound production than in cognitive abilities and symbolic capacities, a claim that many contemporary linguists and evolutionary psychologists like Stephen Pinker would probably disagree with.
Part of what makes Laughter: A Scientific Investigation both a joy to read and exceedingly frustrating is that it represents a charming, but overly simplified, kind of science akin to the type described on poster boards in high school science fairs. In an age when so much scientific inquiry requires complex laboratory instruments, huge statistical samples, and years of training, Provine's investigation seems almost naively simplistic. Much of his data come from simple surveys conducted of his students (how many times have you been tickled in the last month?), qualitative observations of people's chuckles, and recordings taken in shopping malls of people laughing. His discovery that contralateral self-tickling (tickling the left side of your body with your right hand) is easier to do than ipsilateral (sameside) self-tickling was made while stroking his foot in the shower and confirmed by asking his students to do the same, and his discovery about the evolutionary origins of human speech were made while trying to tickle chimpanzees. Indeed it often feels like Provine's research lacks the sort of rigor required to qualify as good science. (Isn't it possible that contralateral self-tickling is easier simply because your fingers can a better angle that way? Provine doesn't even consider the possibility.) But then, Provine believes that "good science is simplification." Of course, rigor doesn't preclude simplicity. And Being a fan myself, and wanting to follow in those footsteps, I eagerly awaited the latest edition of this text to review, only I was sorry at first to see that a DeGowin was replaced by a Brown in this revision. Fortunately, the book has retained its original purpose and focus, and the best parts of the old editions remain as the foundations upon which these latest revisions have been made. The text has been reorganized somewhat, with various icons indicating such items as "clinical occurrence," or "differential diagnosis," in a manner that is reasonable and easy to follow. A brief explanation of the physiology or etiology of various conditions, complete with signs, symptoms, and differentials, typically precedes a bold and clearly marked "EXAM" section, which focuses on the particulars of the physical exam for the specific system being studied. In this way, the exam is placed within the context of the physiolo-
